SUMMARY Networking technologies have recently been evolving and network applications are now expected to support flexible composition of upper-layer network services, such as security, QoS, or personal firewall. We propose a multi-platform framework called FreeNA* that extends existing applications by incorporating the services based on user definitions. This extension does not require users to modify their systems at all. Therefore, FreeNA is valuable for experimental system usage. We implemented FreeNA on both Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems, and evaluated their functionality and performance. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of FreeNA including details on how to insert network services into existing applications and how to create services in a multi-platform environment. We also give an example implementation of a service with SSL, a functionality comparison with relevant systems, and our performance evaluation results. The results show that FreeNA offers finer configurability, composability, and usability than other similar systems. We also show that the throughput degradation of transparent service insertion is 2% at most compared with a method of directly inserting such services into applications.
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1. Introduction

As current network environments are rapidly evolving, network applications need to be able to support upper-layer (session/presentation/application-layer) services, such as security and QoS. However, these services often require some expertise for developing and operation of them. As a result, incorporating services into existing user systems tends to be an experimental work and incurs changes of user systems at the time of introduction of the services. Moreover, addition/deletion of functions is needed continually for some services like security, and users have to follow latest services timely and test their systems accordingly. Therefore, a scheme realizing the ease of introducing/testing services is needed in current network systems.

We focus on the core functions of many network services which are sharable by many network applications and can be offered as independent components. That is, implementation of the services can be disjoined from the core functions of the application structurally, and modification of the application is not necessary when adding/updating/deleting the services. These implementations can be applied to variety of applications, hence software assets are leveraged effectively.

In order to facilitate deploying advanced network services, we have developed a multi-platform framework called FreeNA [1], which enables services to be transparently inserted into existing applications. FreeNA hides the platform-dependent issues like API and ABI (Application Binary Interface), and also offers a unified abstraction interface to its users. That is, the users only have to select the network service to be inserted into a target application and set some parameters. This means that users can instantly validate their new network services with real applications as a test without any modification of them.

So far, many related systems are proposed for the similar purposes as in [2]–[6], however, these systems have some restrictions on performance, platform, developer-oriented behavior, usability, and flexible service composition. Comparing with those systems, FreeNA is designed to overcome the drawbacks.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of FreeNA including the details on how to insert network services into existing applications, how to create services in a multi-platform environment, example implementation of a service with SSL, a functionality comparison with relevant systems, and our performance evaluation results. The result shows that FreeNA offers finer configurability, composability, and usability than other similar systems. We also show that the throughput degradation of transparent service insertion is 2% at most compared to a method of directly inserting such services into applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 gives the purposes of FreeNA and examples of network services. Section 4 presents an architectural makeup of the system. We describe its implementation in Sects. 5 and 6, and manage-ability in Sect. 7. We discuss the evaluation of FreeNA in Sect. 8. Section 9 is used to conclude this paper as well as to introduce some of our future challenges.
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*FReamework for Extending Existing Network Applications.
2. Related Work

There have been a number of proposed systems that were related to FreeNA and many of these systems hook centerpiece APIs to transparently change being sent/received data. Here, related systems are categorized by their service insertion types.

- **Source code level insertion**


  Although these systems enable a granular program enhancement mechanism, users of these systems are largely limited to developers and can only use aspect-oriented languages that correspond to the implementation language of the application. Moreover, users must have the source code of the application. However, there are many cases when the source codes of the applications are hidden.

- **Runtime System call Interposition**


  Although these can be used without the source code of the application, their mechanisms are mostly platform-dependent, and preloading technique requires troublesome tasks when inserting multiple services hierarchically (they are independent one another).

  In contrast, FreeNA is designed for portable system even though FreeNA uses runtime interposition. This is achieved by separating platform-dependent parts and implementing the mechanism which can select the adequate interposition mechanism depending on the platform.

- **Service Insertion with Kernel Support**


  Although the kernel support is efficient, these system use special interfaces with applications like UPI or TLI/XTI. Hence, there are compatibility problems with existing systems. Moreover, they are not available on Windows.

- **Others**

  Dyninst API [15] can change a process image by dynamically instrumenting/removing the code into/from the image. It is provided as an unified API regardless of ABI. Dyninst API is used by FreeNA internally.

  A VTL framework [6] provides a multi-platform transparent network service insertion method, but it only supports applications running on virtual machines.

3. Overview of FreeNA

In this section, we refer to the purposes of FreeNA and its characteristics, and introduce some examples of network services. First, FreeNA is not a proxy server, virtual machine, API, or client libraries, but a normal program and runs with the target application on the same machine. It works as a middleware system between applications and the operating system.

3.1 Purposes

FreeNA is developed for application users with a certain level of knowledge, developers, operators, and researchers. They may introduce new features into existing systems, or customize behaviors of systems. However, these processes will require not only source code of applications, but also modification of applications.

Then, FreeNA enables users to transparently insert user codes into the application without the source code and any modification. This mechanism is useful to application users because they can modify their applications easily, and developers since networking services can be tested in actual environment independently from core logic of the application. This usage is also useful when developers can only access source codes partially and result in fewer bugs caused by modification of source codes at development time.

To achieve the mechanism of FreeNA, it is designed as providing following characteristics.

- **General-purposed Framework**

  FreeNA can be used with many types of network applications, such as custom applications, web applications, P2P applications, mobile applications, or network control programs for various purposes.

- **Programming-language Independence**

  FreeNA does not take into consideration what programming language is used for implementing the target application.

- **Multi-platform**

  FreeNA is designed to work on various platforms and currently runs on both Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems.

- **User-oriented**

  Users can select the network services being inserted by using a configuration file for the application. FreeNA offers several commands for these operations. That is, users are not required to write a program to insert a service as long as the network service component is ready.
3.2 Network Services

We suppose following network services with FreeNA.

- **Compression**
  This type of services shrink data being sent before passing them to OS and stretch them at the receiver side.

- **SSL**
  This type of services provide secure Internet communication to non-SSL-compliant applications on PKI framework. Unlike Stunnel proxy [16], such services ensure end-to-end transparency and better performance.

- **TCP multiplexing**
  This type of services bring multiple TCP connections together into one connection. This is effective there is already existing TCP connection, actual throughput will be increased by using the same connection instead of establishing a new one. Especially, this method is more useful to secure connections or tunneling protocol if dedicated tools can’t be used.

- **Stateful application-layer firewall**
  This type of services adjust transmission rate of data packets at user-space or control the behavior of TCP protocol by setting socket parameters like TCP_MAXSEG. Therefore, users can control bandwidth utilization in an ad-hoc way without special tools.

- **Ad-hoc Traffic shaping**
  This type of services adjust transmission rate of data packets at user-space or control the behavior of TCP protocol by setting socket parameters like TCP_MAXSEG. Therefore, users can control bandwidth utilization in an ad-hoc way without special tools.

The goals of FreeNA are to transparently offer the above-mentioned services to the applications running on a variety of major platforms, and to provide unified and abstract interfaces to users. Above all, the applications or kernels must not be modified at all for this purpose.

In practice, there are dedicated systems that offer one of above services such as Stunnel for SSL and compression, DummyNet [18] and Trickle for traffic controlling, and Zorp [19] for application-layer firewall. Users should use dedicated lower-layer networking tools because FreeNA only supports upper-layer protocol services (it is also possible to combine both FreeNA and other tools since FreeNA does not modify any existing systems).

However, there are benefits of using FreeNA, for example, users can use many network services in an unified way on multiple platforms, customized service for the specific application. Therefore, major advantage of FreeNA is providing mechanism to users to customize and combine services easier without special support of platforms and applications. In other words, FreeNA is a kind of application/user-oriented networking tool compared with other networking tools.

Note that, although FreeNA can support variety of network services and applications, there can be cases that some services are not practical for some types of applications. Therefore, users have to consider whether supposing services are effective to their applications.

4. FreeNA Architecture

FreeNA can be used to transparently insert network services into the communication path between end-applications (See Fig. 1). For instance, when an application (sender) transmits a packet to the receiver, the packet is intercepted and processed by the services inserted by FreeNA, then it is passed to the underlying OS. At the receiver side, the services also intercept the packet from the OS and execute the opposite process; then they pass the result to the receiver application.

When inserting network services, FreeNA employs a notion of flow handler [5]. The flow handler takes one input data flow and several output data flows. Each network service corresponds to an instance of the flow handler. FreeNA combines the output flow of the upstream handler with the input flow of the downstream handler.

4.1 System Components

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of FreeNA. As you can see, FreeNA is mainly composed of the FreeNA client and the FreeNA server.

The FreeNA client provides an user-interface. Users execute the client to access the FreeNA server for inserting desired services into the target application. The current user-interface is a command-based interface like a GNU debugger (GDB) or DBMS client (supported commands are listed in the Appendix C).

![Fig. 1 Image of network service insertion.](image-url)
The FreeNA server executes invocation of the target application and inserts the specified network services based on a configuration file. In particular, an Interposer component invokes the application as a child process of the server and switches the destination of output data flow from socket layer to inserted network services with a Dyninst API.

4.2 The Configuration File

The configuration file must be prepared for each application to choose services and their parameters. The structure of the file is shown in Fig. 3.

A service tag specifies a network service, its parameters, library name, and a local using rule. Multiple services can be inserted into the same application in the order of being written. A rule tag (local rule) is used to specify a packet flow type by a set of conditions, such as the transport protocol, port number, and communication type (client/server). The rule tags also appear inside of the using-rules tag. These rules (global rules) are applied to all services. The rules are written in descending priority order and users can use ‘*’ to express all (protocols, port numbers and so on). Note that the local rules come before the global rules.

In the case shown in Fig. 3, both firewall and SSL services are inserted when the application uses TCP, port 8080 as the server according to the global rules, and only the SSL service is inserted when the application uses TCP, port 8020 and 8021 according to the local rule. Services are not inserted at all in other cases.

4.3 The Network Service

FreeNA inserts network services as shared libraries into the application. The libraries provide “socket-like” functions such as send() and recv(), and they are carefully implemented so that they do not depend on other service libraries and the socket library. Therefore, FreeNA can concatenate various combinations of network services.

5. Implementation

This section describes the internal architecture of FreeNA.
First, the implementation of the FreeNA client/server is explained, then the mechanism of the service insertion and the implementation of the flow handler are explained.

5.1 FreeNA Client/Server

Since FreeNA aims to work on several platforms, most of it is implemented in Java. In Fig. 2, the whole client and the left dotted square of the server are coded in Java, and the right dotted square is implemented as a library coded in C++, because the Interposer is platform-dependent. The library is accessed via Java Native Interface (JNI) by the Java-coded part.

5.2 Network Service Insertion

As we mentioned in previous section, network services are implemented as independent shared libraries based on the concept of the flow handler. So, all FreeNA has to do is to bind input/output data flows of service libraries, switch from the socket function calls invoked by the application to library function calls of the uppermost service library, and have the undermost service calling actual socket functions. We subsequently explain these key mechanisms.

5.3 Flow Handler Chain

To compose the flow handler chain, we define a service_info C structure shown in Fig. 4. Each network service library has one corresponding service_info structure instance. The structure contains service parameters and insertion rule information of the service. Moreover, it contains function pointers to functions of the downstream service library and the pointers are set by the outside of the service library. Therefore, one network service can use another service even though the service library itself does not know details of another library.

Eventually, FreeNA hierarchically inserts network service libraries between the application and the socket library. Figure 5 expresses the diagram of the hierarchy. As it can be seen in the figure, not only service libraries, but also a Control library and an Interface library are inserted together. The control library dynamically loads all underlying libraries into the application process and sets up the service_info structures with the configuration information passed from the FreeNA server. The service_info structures are formed as linked list and passed down to downstream library by init() functions. The interface library is inserted to access the intrinsic socket library of the platform. SSL library is also one of the network service libraries. However, it differs from other libraries in that SSL library is located as downmost library and used instead of interface library. We present implementation details of the library later.

By comprising FreeNA with above hierarchical architecture, arbitrary service libraries can be inserted transparently into the socket function call flow between the application and the socket library. Furthermore, FreeNA realizes more flexible function call flows.

Service insertion rules mentioned in Sect. 4.2 are used to switch call flows. When the condition is satisfied, the control library calls the service library’s function. Otherwise, the control library bypasses the underlying libraries and directly calls the actual socket functions.

struct service_info
{
    /* Pointer to the downstream service’s one */
    struct service_info* next;

    /* Parameter information of this service */
    int num_of_params;
    char** params;
    char** values;

    /* Service insertion rule contains effective
     * port numbers and communication type */
    struct rule tcp;
    struct rule udp;

    /* Function pointers to initialization/
     * finalization functions of the downstream
     * service */
    void (*service_init)(struct service_info*);
    void (*service_exit)(void);

    /* Function pointers to corresponding socket-like
     * functions of the downstream service */
    socket_t (*service_socket)(int, int, int);
    int (*service_bind)(socket_t, const sockaddr*,
                       socklen_t);
    ...
};

Fig. 4  The service_info structure definition. All member variables are set by a control library.
5.4 Socket Function Call Interposition

So far, we have explained the flow of function call through the control library, service libraries, and interface libraries. The remaining concern is how to switch from the socket function calls invoked by the application to control library’s function calls.

FreeNA leverages the runtime system-call interposition mechanism to hook socket functions. This method is suitable to realize FreeNA’s mechanism than Proxy-based interposition and source code level interposition. Because, hooking of socket functions at the process image can ensure better performance and end-to-end transparency than Proxy-based interposition. Moreover, users do not need to have the source code of the application, know the internal structure of the application, nor consider the programming languages like source code level interposition.

In practice, we use the dyninst API [15] for interposition. The API provides a variety of methods for dynamically changing the runtime process image such that instrumenting/removing the CPU instructions into/from the image in an abstract manner.

Figure 6 shows a schematic process image of the application with FreeNA. First, FreeNA launches the application and loads the control library into the process image, then a ctl_init() and a ctl_exit() function of the library are embedded into the main() function of the application before starting. The configuration information is also embedded as the arguments of ctl_init(). Next, FreeNA switches the function call target from the socket library to the control library by rewriting the process image. Network service libraries and interface libraries are dynamically loaded by the control library at initialization time.

Here, since Interposer is dependent from core FreeNA server, it is possible to call another Interposer library which leverages other interposition mechanisms, such as library preloading and Detours [20]. This alternation is useful when users have platforms which Dyninst API cannot support. Instead, another mechanisms for initialization/ finalized and passing configuration information are needed. Therefore, it is better to use Dyninst API for interposition whenever it supports the platform.

6. Implementation of Network Services

We now introduce the code examples of network services. We implemented compression service library and SSL service library. Compression library is a simple library that processes data at I/O operations. SSL library provides SSL/TLS compliant secure communication mechanism based on PKI framework to applications. As we can see later, service library developers can leverage existing client library, such as OpenSSL [21], libcurl [22], and Zlib [23] to implement service libraries for FreeNA.

It should be emphasized that service libraries do not provide APIs for application developers but offer socket-like interfaces. Therefore, functions of service libraries have to be implemented to conform to the purpose of socket functions.

Figure 7 shows condensed code of sending function of compression. As you can see, service_send() function has same interface with normal send() function. Data passed from the upstream library is compressed and passed down to the downstream library using service_info structure of this library.

Likewise, we next present code of SSL service library as a more complicated example. Since SSL is associated with socket layer, we define the SSL library as the lowest library. Table 1 shows functions of SSL library and their purposes. service_init() is used to initial-
Table 1  SSL service library’s functions and their purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library functions</th>
<th>Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>service_init</td>
<td>Initialize a SSL environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service_connect</td>
<td>Establish a SSL connection as a client based on the connected socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service_accept</td>
<td>Establish a SSL connection as a server based on the connected socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service_send</td>
<td>Encrypt data and send them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service_recv</td>
<td>Receive data and decrypt them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service_close</td>
<td>Disconnect the SSL connection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8  Example of SSL service library’s functions.

```c
int service_connect(socket_t s, const struct sockaddr* addr, socklen_t addrlen)
{
    // Call actual 'connect' socket function
    int ret = syscall(socket_s, s, a, arlen);
    // Setup a SSL object
    SSL_CTX *ctx = setup_client_ctx();
    BIO* bio = BIO_new_socket(s, BIO_NBIO_CLOSE);
    SSL* ssl = SSL_new(ctx);
    SSL_set_bio(ssl, bio, bio);
    // Make a SSL connection
    SSL_connect(ssl);
    // Associate SSL object with socket
    register_socket(s, ssl);
    return ret;
}

ssize_t service_send(socket_t s, const char* data, size_t len, int flag)
{
    // Get the SSL object associated with the socket
    SSL* ssl = get_SSL(s);
    // Encrypt data and send them
    ssize_t n = SSL_write(ssl, data, len);
    return n;
}
```

Next, we show the condensed code example of SSL service library functions at Fig. 8. Our SSL library internally leverages OpenSSL library and associates the socket with SSL session object.

7. The Manageability of FreeNA

As discussed before, FreeNA consists of many components and leverages various software techniques such as system-call interposition. Therefore, it seems that FreeNA’s architecture raises the threshold of the system. In this section, we discuss the manageability of FreeNA components separately and compare with other systems.

As we mentioned at Sect. 5.1, FreeNA client is implemented as a fully independent Java program for user interface. Therefore, it can be managed as the same with normal Java programs.

FreeNA server consists of Java-coded part and the independent shared library named Interposer. Java-coded part can also be managed like normal Java program. Since Interposer library just calls Dyninst API for interposition, it can be managed like a normal shared library.

Dyninst API has been developed and managed as a part of Paradyn project at Maryland University. In FreeNA system, only Interposer library of FreeNA server uses this API, and FreeNA users and network service developers do not need to know the existence of the API. Therefore, we can integrate the latest API into FreeNA system regardless of users and service developers.

Since network service libraries are implemented as independent shared libraries with our-defined interface, and they are dynamically and fully-transparently loaded into the process image, FreeNA users and service library developers do not need to be always the same. Therefore, FreeNA users can download service libraries from third parties, and manage them independently from FreeNA client/server.

There are many other systems which leverages tricky interposition techniques. FUSE [24] hooks file operation system calls to construct user-space filesystems. Although FUSE is integrated with recent Linux kernel and many distributors support it by default, the manageability of FreeNA is easy in that users can manage FreeNA in an unified way on many platforms, and all FreeNA’s components run within user-space as independent modules.

Xen [25] is another system which use binary rewriting method. In contrast, FreeNA users do not need to manage patched version of applications, modification of existing systems, nor special CPU support.

8. Evaluation

In this section, we first compare the functionality of FreeNA to similar systems, then we evaluate the performance degradation of transparent service insertion with FreeNA.

8.1 Functionality Comparison

MetaSockets [2], Interposition Agents [3], DITOOLS [4], TESLA [5], and VTL [6] are also general-purposed frameworks for inserting extended functions into existing applications like FreeNA.

Table 2 presents a summarization of the functionality of each system. Usability is evaluated on whether users can insert prepared service libraries without programming. Configurability denotes whether the system offers easily-configurable features. Selective insertion denotes whether the service insertion/removing can be enabled by some given conditions.

†We customized OpenSSL library so that the library calls our prepared function instead of original socket functions to prevent recursive socket functions calling (See Appendix A).
While other systems impose coding tasks to their users for network service insertion, FreeNA does not require programming to its users. To realize service insertion without programming, FreeNA offers fine configuration mechanism. Therefore, FreeNA is user-oriented system rather than developer-oriented system unlike other systems. Although DITOOLS offers the configuration file, configurable items are few and not user-oriented.

FreeNA has no restriction on the programming language used to implement the application because service functions are inserted at binary level. However, MetaSockets can only be used for Java applications. In general, systems that are based on source code level service insertion have similar limitations.

Since network services can be implemented as sharable components, several implementation types are considerable. With FreeNA and DITOOLS, network services are implemented as shared libraries. Therefore, network services can be directly loaded into application’s process image. With Interposition Agents, TESLA, and VTL, services are implemented as executables.

Advanced network applications may have multiple communication flows. In this case, a mechanism that allows users to insert network services separately (selective insertion) is imperative. FreeNA enables the selective insertion by using the global/local rules in the configuration file. MetaSockets does not support such selective insertion. Instead, they enable runtime service insertion according to the network conditions such as packet loss rate. Other systems do not support selective insertion. Even though the mechanism can be implemented within service components themselves, it incurs more complexity in service components especially multiple services are inserted.

As we can see, FreeNA has more practical usages in that following reasons.

- FreeNA can be available on multi-platforms including Windows because of its design and the portability of Dyninst API.
- FreeNA can support many applications run on major platforms because FreeNA is available on multiple platforms, applications implemented with different languages can be supported, and FreeNA does not require virtual environment.
- Users can insert the existing service component by writing the XML-formatted configuration file without any modification of existing systems.
- Users can specify services, parameters, and insertion rules within the configuration file.
- FreeNA can support multiple service components together because FreeNA leveraging the flow handler mechanism.
- Overhead of service insertion is quite small as shown later, because service functions can be directly accessed by the application code within the process image.

### 8.2 Overhead Evaluation

We conducted three types of experiments to evaluate the overhead of service insertion by FreeNA. Figure 9 and Table 3 shows the experimental network and each machine’s specifications. In the experiments, overhead was evaluated on both the Linux and Windows operating systems. An

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Functionality comparison of each systems.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeNA</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaSockets</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interposition Agents</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DITOOLS</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESLA</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U1: Usability, U2: Configurability
S1: Implementation Type, S2: Independently Multiple Insertion, S3: Selective Insertion, S4: Parameter Setting

### Figure 9

Experimental network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Machine specifications.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>WindowsXP/Linux (2.6.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel PentiumM 1.73 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>512 MByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Ethernet (1000BASE-T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>WindowsXP/Linux (2.6.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel PentiumD 2.8 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>4 GByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Ethernet (1000BASE-T)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
application that directly calls the service functions is also evaluated for comparison purposes. The test applications were written in C++ and compiled by GNU g++/Visual Studio.NET using the best optimization option.

8.2.1 Transmission Overhead with Light-Weight Service

In the first experiment, the application on Machine1 sends 300,000 application-data with a Null service library, which sends data merely without any processing, and therefore the measurement directly represents the efficiency of the service insertion. Each application-data is 1024 bytes and the time is measured during all the data is transmitted to the receiver.

Table 4 shows the time for transmissions on both Linux and Windows with various numbers of null service libraries. Although the transmission times are different for different OSs, the time for FreeNA and for an application calling the service directly are almost the same (performance degradation was less than 2% at the most). Therefore, the overhead of a service insertion by FreeNA is negligible.

8.2.2 Transmission Overhead with Heavy-Weight Service

This experiment was conducted under the same conditions as the previous one except that a Cryptography service library and a Compression service library were used. The compression library uses a Zlib library [23] and the cryptography library uses a Crypto++ library [26], and a Sosemanuk stream cipher [27] was used in the experiment. We tested the cryptography services, compression services, and both the compression and cryptography services.

The measurement results are shown in Table 5 and indicate that FreeNA does not affect the performance of the target application when using practical service libraries (performance degradation was less than 1%).

8.2.3 Overhead with Practical Usage

The third experiment was conducted using a file transfer application like FTP that uses two connections. A control connection was used to request a file and a data connection was used to transfer the file itself. The cryptography and compression service libraries were used again, and the compression service was applied to the data connection and the cryptography service was applied to both the data and the control connections. We evaluated the throughput of the client application on Machine1 while the required file was transferring through the data connection using various application-data sizes. The size of the application-data was one of the important factors affecting the system throughput, because the number of packets is inversely proportional to their size. The number of packets should generally be reduced to curtail the overheads of the packet processing.

Figure 10 shows the client’s throughput on Linux and Fig. 11 shows the throughput on Windows. In Fig. 10, the throughput rapidly increased as the application-data size increased, especially for Application-Normal. The throughputs for these three schemes were close when the size was larger than 2048 bytes. If the compression service was used, throughput was low even though the actual application-data size was reduced by the compression. However, the throughput of the other four graphs was almost the same. Next, on Windows, the throughput of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Transmission time with light-weight service.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L: Linux, W: Windows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Transmission time with heavy-weight services.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10 Throughput of client on Linux.

Fig. 11 Throughput of client on Windows.
normal/cryptography clients was less than that of Linux. In addition, there are some substantial performance drop points. This phenomenon may be caused by Windows or a network driver’s implementation style since the test program and service libraries are the same on both Windows and Linux, and the phenomenon was not observed on Linux platform. However, there was no significant difference between FreeNA method and application-direct method. From the experiment, we can say that there seems to be no significant influence of the service insertion by FreeNA for practical usage on both platforms. Therefore, users only have to consider the overhead of processing the service functions themselves.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a multi-platform framework called FreeNA, which allows users to insert network service functions into existing applications for instant service validation with real system environment. FreeNA is composed of a client, a server, configuration files, and service libraries, and is currently available on Linux/Windows platforms.

We evaluated the functionality of FreeNA and conducted several experiments. As a result, FreeNA was able to enable more usability, portability, configurability, and practicality than other systems, and the overhead of a service insertion using FreeNA was about 1–2% at a maximum on both platforms when compared to that of an application-direct method.

Followings are advantages of FreeNA compared with other similar systems.

- FreeNA can be available on multi-platforms
- FreeNA can support many applications run on major platforms
- Users can insert the existing service component by writing the configuration file
- Users can specify services, parameters, and insertion rules
- FreeNA can support multiple service components together
- Overhead of service insertion is quite small

We are going to introduce more practical network services such as mobile service and extend FreeNA in order to dynamically insert or remove network services depending on network conditions. Each end of FreeNA may have to communicate with each other more dynamically. This approach is expected to enhance the overall performance of the system since the most suitable services and parameters can be selected based on network environments or conditions.
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Appendix A: Recursive Socket Functions Calling Problem

In our approach, socket functions called by applications are replaced with functions of the control library by dyninst API. Dyninst API inserts jump instruction into process images at the beginning of socket functions’ code. Therefore, when the interface library calls socket functions, control library’s functions are eventually called again.

We solved this problem by using `syscall` system call on Linux and customized `WinSock` library on Windows. `syscall` can be used to call system calls by specifying function numbers. Customized `WinSock` library is almost the same with original `WinSock` except that function’s names are slightly changed like `send` → `senX`. Since dyninst API identifies functions by their names, this approach is valid.

Appendix B: Supported Socket Functions

Common socket functions supported by FreeNA are listed in Table A·1. FreeNA user can modify the behavior of listed functions by preparing network service libraries.

Appendix C: FreeNA’s Commands

FreeNA client’s commands are listed in Table A·2.

---

**Table A·1** Supported socket functions (AF_INET).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>socket</th>
<th>bind</th>
<th>listen</th>
<th>accept</th>
<th>close</th>
<th>getsockname</th>
<th>getsockopt</th>
<th>connect</th>
<th>send</th>
<th>recv</th>
<th>recvfrom</th>
<th>getpeername</th>
<th>setsockopt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>listen</td>
<td>bind</td>
<td>listen</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>close</td>
<td>getsockname</td>
<td>getsockopt</td>
<td>connect</td>
<td>send</td>
<td>recv</td>
<td>recvfrom</td>
<td>getpeername</td>
<td>setsockopt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A·2** List of major commands of FreeNA client.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>command</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>run</td>
<td>Execute the specified application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumpfile</td>
<td>Create the executable file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop</td>
<td>Suspend the specified application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continue</td>
<td>Reexecute the specified application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terminate</td>
<td>Terminate the specified application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detach</td>
<td>Detach the specified application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input</td>
<td>Input standard-input data to the application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proclist</td>
<td>Show a list of running application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cd</td>
<td>Change the current directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>List all files in the current directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pwd</td>
<td>Show the path to the current directory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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